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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TRADEMARKS UNDER
GERMANANDTURKffiHLAW

Gregor Grubhofer'

Abstract
With Decision 1/95 of the EC·Turkey .4.ssociation CoU11cil, T:,;rkey ami the
EC established a Customs Union. ln implementing that decision Turkey also
underrook the obligation to ensure effective protection and enforcement cif
intellectual property rights. 1 Annex Vlll of thr same decision provides
specific measures in the field of lrttellectual property rights that Turkey
should bring inro effect. A.ccording~v a new Decree-Law No. 556 Pertaining
to the Protection of Trademarks was adopted in Turkey and entered inM
force on .lune 27, /995, to harmonize the Turkish trademark system 'trith
European standards, especially with the TRIPS Agreement and the EC
Council Directive EEC 891104. 2 The legal basis for 1he prot~:ction of
trademarks in Turkey before was Law No.' 551 of March 3, 1965. As with
the Turkish law the German law also luui to be amended according to the
EC Council Directive in 1994 and came into force on Jantlilry I, 1995. 5 The
new Gennan Trademark Law replaced the former "Warenzeichengesetz"
trademark law, which dated back to 1874. Considering the latest
amendments to the German and Turkish Trademark Laws similarities in
both laws show that Turkey has adapted great parts of its trademark laws to
the European st(lJI.dard.

• Gregor Grubhofer, Mag.jur., is a law-yer in a Turkish lawfirm who ha:s studied law
at the University of Vienna and is a student in the LL,M. program ofMannara
t:niver.s.ity, Currer,tly he is writing on his LL.M. thesis in the field of lnteU.ectual
Property R1gh!s in !he EC.
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1.

General Requirements for Trademarks

A fundamental principle in every trademark law is that the trademark must
be capable of distinguishing the goods and ~en. ices of one undertaking from
the goods and services of other undertakings. Both German and Turkish law
follow basically the text of Article 15 of the TRIPS Agreement and allow all
kinds of signs to be registered that are represented gmphicnlly or are else
visually peraptible. Moreover both legislations mention the shape (?l goods
or their packc1ging to be permissible for registm.tion. This complies with
Artick 15 of the TRIPS Agreement, in which it is expressly stated that
parties to the agreement may require, as a condition of registration, that
signs are visually perceptible. Under German law, howewr, also .wund
trademarks arc permissible for registration, for example signature tunes of
radio and television programs. With respect to Turkey it is also to be
mentioned in this context that under Turkish law protection was extended
for the first time to service-marks with the amendments in 1995. The
amendments follow Turkey's obligation under the TRIPS Agreement. In
Turkey protection for a trademark is obtained by registration.~ In Germany
protection for trademark may be obtained not only upon registry but also
through common usage in the course of trade acquired in the relevant
market. If the sign is a well-known mark within the meaning of Article 6bis
of the Paris Convention, protection is also granted under German Law
without registration. 5 The Pari.) Convention, of which Turkey has become a
party with respect to its Articles I to 12 on February I, 1995, provides that a
state may either ex officio grant protection to well-known marks or at the
request of an mterested party. Although trademarks can only be obtained
upon registry in Turkey, the competent authority has to refuse registration, if
the mark subject to application is a well-known mark according to Article
6~'"' of the Pans Convention and the owners did not permit the use of it. 6
Thus, both laws provide protection for well-known marks that are not
registered with the authorized body. German and Turkish Law distinguishes
between absolute grounds of refusal and relative grounds of refusal of
registry of a trademark. In Turkey, contrary to Germany, protection is not
provided for marks thdt are not registered but have acquired acceptance
through common usage in a specific market sector.
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2. Absolute Grounds of Refusal
Registration of trademarks is denied on absolute grounds if the trademark is
not capable of distinguishing the goods and ser\'ices of one undertaking
from the goods and servlces of oLher undertakings. Turkish law gives a
typical example and says that this is the case when the trademark is identical
or confusingly similar to a trademark registered earlier with respect to an

identical or same type of product or service.7 Other absolute grounds o(
refusal are very similar in both national legislations and deny protection for
signs or indications which serve in trade to indicate the kind, characteristics,
quality etc. of the goods and me services or which could deceive the public

as to the nature, quality and the geographical origin of the goods and
services. Also trademarks that resemble state or other official emblems are
prohiblte<L Additionally, Turkish law expressly and separately from all
other items mentions that religious symbols cannot be used a;; a valid
trademark. As has been mentioned above German law, btit not T~.:rkish law,
grants protection to marks also through common osage witlwut registration
if the mark has been de facto accepted as such in the relevant market
("secondary meaning of a mark nr sign". Notwithstanding this. Turkish law
- and also German law - provides that registration of trademarks, which
have acquired distinctiveness in practice through common usage, cannot be
denied on grounds that the trademark was non-distinctive· or of a descriptive
nature. 8 Thus, in bolh laws, a mark that would generally lack distinctiveness
or is descriptive in nature can nevertheless ohtair.: protection under: the
condition that the mark has. acquired its distinctive character by means of
common usage in the rele·vant market. It is also impermissible jf the sign to
be registered is in fact the shape of goods or packaging, which result<; from
the nature of the good, which is nece'\sary to obtain a technical result or
9
which gives substantial value to the good. Last, registration may be denied
under German and Turkish laws, where the trademark is contrary to public
policy.

3. Relative Grounds of Refusal or Cancellation
While Turkish law defines relative grounds of refusal, German law defines
relati\'e grounds for cancellation of regisLry. The content of these relati\'e
grounds are, however, similar and are, related to rhe existen<:e of prior rights
already obtained by other proprietOrs, In both laws these grounds are
relative because the competent authority will take them into con~ideratiorl
only upon opposition by a person who has filed an earlier application or
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possesses a conflicting trademark. Turkbh and G0nnan taw distinguishes
three situations:
The trademark is identical With another trademark for identical goods
and services.
The trademark is identical or similar with another trademark for
identical or similar goods or services provided the likelihood of
confusion.
The trademark is identical or similar with another trademark for goods
and services that are, however, not identical or similar goods, if
registration would be detrimelltnl to the distinctive character or repute
of the registered prior trademc~rk.
Also the proprietor of a non-registered trademark or of a sign used in the
course of trade can object to the registry of trademarks on the above
grounds, provided that he shows that the non-registered trademark has
acquired acceptance in the relevant market through common usage.
Moreover. " tmrlemark may be challenged according to both German and
Turkish laws on grounds that the mark contains tlic name, photograph,
copyright, or any industrial property rights of a third party. 10 The German
Law also mentions the right of a third party related to the geographic origin
or to other protective commercial laws. 11 If there is a likelihood of
confusion with regard to the geographic origin on the part of the public as to
the nature, quality, place of production and geographical origin in respect of
the goods or services for which the trademark is registered, the trademark
may also be declared invalid under Turkish law, though not being expressly
mentioned within the relative grounds for refusal. 12 Last, under both laws a
proprietor may object to registration where an agent or representative of the
proprietor of the trademark has applied for registration in his own name
without the proprietor's consent and without valid justification. 13

4. The Priority Rights
The right to register a trademark with the competent authority is conditional
upon the non-existence of conOicting prior rights of third parties. This right
of priority is generally determined. by the day of fihng application. Due to

~M~A~R~M~A~R~A:;..;J~O~U~R~N~A~L~O~F~E~U~R~O~P~EA~N;.;;ST~U~D~I~E~S""""""""""""""""""""""""...,ll9
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international conventions, however, a proprietor who has registered a
trademark abroad enjoys, for the purpose of filing in another country that is
party to the international convention, a right of priority during a defined
period. The Paris Convention to which Germany and Turkey are signatories
provides a six months period for right holders in one state to apply for
registry of the same trademark in another member state. The filing in the
first country must be equivalent to a regular national filing under the
domestic legislation of the other country or under bilateral or multilateral
treaties concluded between the two countries. Turkish law acknowledges
any filing by nationals of a country which is party to the Paris Convention as
equivalent to a regular national filing. The filing does not necessarily have
to take place in a country, which is party to the convention. 14 German law
accepts equality of filings only if the states have agreed so in an
international agreement or under the condition of reciprocity .15 Turkish law
fixes the priority period in accordance with the Paris Convention at 6
months from the date of first filing provided that the priority right is
documented within three months, while German law without defining the
period just refers to the prevailing rules of international conventions. 16
Turkish law does not specify the requirements for-such documentation. In
contrast, the German law requires that any proprietor that claims the right of
priority on grounds of an earlier equivalent filing in another country li.as to
name the state and the date of this filing within two months of his claim.
And within another two months he has to submit the reference number of
his first filing and a copy of his application. 17
The proprietor of a trademark cannot claim any right of priority under
German law if he tolerated the use of the opposed trademark for a
continuous period of five years or gave his consent to its usage, unless the
proprietor of the opposed sign used the mark without good faith. 18

5. Registration
Within three months following the day of publication of registration any
proprietor of priority rights (relative grounds of refusal) may oppose the
registration of a trademark under German and Turkish law. 19 Turkish law
also allows any natural or legal person or any group representing
manufacturers, producers, suppliers of services, traders or consumers to
submit to the authorized body their Written observations that the trademark
is in breach with absolute grounds of refusal following the publication of the
trademark application. However, they shall not be parties to the proceedings
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before the Institute.:'' Under botJ1 laws, rcgistr<ltion of :i: trJJerP.:1rk will grant
protection for ten years following the day of apphcation and can be renewed
for a further ten years ;:vety time protection expires.:\

i

t

l.k
t

6. Scope of Protection
The legal consequences of~~ proprietor':> right w use a protected mark crt::
be diviJed intu three categories. First the proprietor may prevent oL1er
parties from using the same or similar marks, se.:ond he may authonze a
third p:;rty ro mJke use of the rights. g:-anted to him and third, to some extent
the proprieror has to tolerate the

\lSI!

of hi!. mark or sign by third parties. The

following will show how these aspect'> are regulated under German and
Turkish law.
a) l'he Right lo Prevent t:nautborized Usc
The proprietor of a tr;:.demark. who puts hi:- !rader:.ark in U!',t:, may pn:-vem
;;ny third p::!r!Y from ll'>ing unauthorized identical signs in relation to goods
and services. which are identical with those for which the trademark IS
registered; or similar or ident:cal s1gns in relation with sir:1ilar goods and
services covered by th.;; registered rrademark and sign in a w;1y that is
capable of causing confusion on the part of the public ;.:1duding any possible
a~sociation between the sign and the trJJcmark. Last, the proprietor of a
trademark is enri:h;d to prevent third parties using iderrtical or '>imilar rights
tv the regi-~tcred trademark in relation to goods or services which are not
similar to those for which the tradem(lrk is re{stered, where the use of that
sign without due cau:;e takes unf:Iir advantage o: or is detrimental to the
distinctive character or the repute- of the registered trademark:-:;
b) The Right to Transfer Trademarks
A registered trademark c11:::y be charged as s;;:,~urity indcpenden:ly of the
umlcrtaking and may be transfetred or be licensed :or all or \Ome cf the
goods m services for which it is regi~tercd.z; Contmry to Gcrmnn law,
Turkish law distinguishes exclusive from non.exclusivc Hcenscs. Acc6rding
to German law the mutual righti> and obligations of the Ecenc-or aml the.
licensee .:.re solely dcterr:1ined by the license agrecmenL The Turkish law"
on the other ha.r;d, aLiil) pronde); rule\ that sh.:.~ll apply, when the parties diU

~
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not agree on something else, For example: the 1icense shall be understood to
be non~exclusive; the licenser may use the trademark himself and may grant
licenses to third parties on the same trademark; in case of an exclusive
hcense the licenser may not grant licenses to other parties and cannot make
use of the trademark; the licensee cannot transfer the rights arising from the
license or cannot grant a sub-license; the licensee shall have exclusive rights
with respect to the use of the trademark during the period of protection.
Under German law the licensee, in the case of an infringement of the
trademark rights, can initiate proceedings in his own name only with the
proprietor's consent. Under Turkish law the holder of an exclusive right
may initiate all proceedings in his own name, which have been made
available iO the proprie-tor of the trademark, while holders of non~e:xctusive
licenses do not have the right to initiate legal proceedings at alL In Turkey, a
license agreement has to be rel!istered to have effect against third parties
acting in good faith. 24
c) Limitation of Protection
Protection, however, -does not exclude all use of the registered trademark by
third parties, A proprietor has to tolerate that the trademark is reproduced in
a dictionary, encyclopedia or similar reference work provided an indication
that the trademark is registered. 25 This means that the proprietor himself has
to ensure rhat his trademark does not become generic by being reproduced
with'out any indication of its registration. The proprietor of a trademark
cannot prevent third parties from using, in the course of trade, his name or
address. or the use of a sign that is identical to the registered trademark to
indicate the kind, qualily, intended purpose, value, geographical origin, the
time of production of goods or rendering of the s.ervices, or Other
characteristics of the goods or services, provided the use is in accordance
with honest practice in industrial or commercial matters. German law.
additionally in this context, also refers to the legitimate use of a trademark
that is necessary to indicate that one good is accessory to another. 26 In
addition, a registered trademark may be levied in execution independently
of the undertaking and as a result be put to use by third piirties without the
proprietors. conscnt21
Another very important limitation is the exhaustion of rights. This means
that once a product has been distributed to the public, the right to control its
distribution shall come to end. Practically this is a necessary corollary to the
right of distribution: otherwise, the tr3.demark holder could prevent every
further transfer of the goods bearing his trademark. 1ll To protect the
domestic market in some countries the rights of the trademark holder are
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•.1nly exhaus::ert in the d(l!tle"tic mark~t rnee th.; prt'dw:t h::ts been nurketed
there and th~ proprieror of a tmdem<:rk is able tt1 prevent t"he saml" goods
market.:d in a third country being rc~importcd again imn 1he domes1ic
markcc This iss-..<e gainc~_i even greater importa~ce wh..:n the E"Jropenn
Court of Ju<;.tice decided thJt \fa product is marketed by the right holder
hlm<>e-lf or with hii> ;;o;~\ent in tv.o Me:-:1ber Statco. under the -.,am~? rradcman<
then the trademark owner c;tnnl)t prevent p::tra1!el impc;rtation with reliu::cc
on his trademark right,;.>> Paral!e! importJ.tion menHs :hat goods marketed in
the dome..;tic market and ;:l :1 !bird cnunt:-y b} th..: tJroprieror of the
tradema:k a:'e r~·import.cd from the third country to the dom~.>~tl<.: market
{and :-.old at a lnwer pril·-t) Fvlh1win2 the European Com; ot hhtice·~
ju::s.Jt..,'!ivn the Gcum:n Tr;tdcn~<li'k Ltw pmvid~s tlt<;t :he rights.
a
proprietor Jf a lr<1Jemark exclude the ! igh! to prevcnl th1rd parties. in the
cour~e of trade usmg the trademark in relation lo good~ that ha\t~ bzen
markdcd b:y him 01 with hi;, consent on the doE1e_-.fc m<lrkct or on the
rr.arkct nf ano!he country that l'l il :ncmber of the Eur.;pean lin ion or of the
Eurnpcar: free Tratle Area_:;; As Turkey is n8t u :nembc; of !he European
Union or Eur,;peiltl Free Trzdc Area its Trodemu:k laws prutect the
domeslir.: ma~-ker from pan!Hd imports. t:nder Turk1sh law acts related !o a
product co::r:nnmg the registered trademark shall not con<aitute a brcJch of
the rights of o registered trademark, wh;!re such acts have occ-urred <lftcr the
product has been put on the marker ifl Turkry by ti::c proprietor or with his
consent'\! This ih in harmony with th;! fUlts ~St:Jb!ishing a customs unio:-"
betv.cen Turkey a:1d the EC tL-: the exhau-~tion \)f intcllectuaJ property rights
in Lhe trade rebtions between the two pa~tics s!---,;:;il not be il11plied by H~c
decision e<;tabl:shing the c;_;stvms union,-"'" In Germany and Turkey rhe
proprietor of a trademark hJs the right to oppose further commercialml!ion
of the goods, where the conditi~ms of the goods is changed or impaired after
they have been put on the market.'~

or

7.

Invalidity Qf Registration

Any registered <radc::Jark tha: is not repre~;e;:tcJ grJ.phically or i>- vi-:ually
pervepti':tle, or h incom;xllible wuh nbso!me or rel~tiVf' grounds of refu.~J.l
can ~ declared invalid_ Gc:·:nan Ltw txpre\:.ly poinb uut tbii\ the r.::a~ml~
for declaring a trademark invultd mu\t bt' rurreru on the date when ih~
nmlpctent body Jcc:des 0~1 th<: ca:.c. The Uernl.J.Jl luw provide:- !hat the
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registered trademark can be declared invalid only within a period of ten
years upon registration on groun5is that it lacks a distinctive character or that
the sign is descriptive jn nature. 54 A trademark may also become void when
it loses its distinctive character and becomes generic in respect of the goods
or services of the trademark. In Germany, however, application for the
cancellation of a generic trademark has to be filed within 10 years upon
registration of the tradernark? 5 If the trademark was registered lawfully but
the proprietor did not put the trademark to use for a period of five years,
then the trademark can be repealed, 36 Furthermore the rights related to a
registered trademark end upon the expiry of the protection period and nonrenewal within the prescribed period or the surrendering of the rights by the
proprietor of the trademark.:;
In Gennany the competent bodies declare a registered trademark invalid at
the request of a legitimate party. Anyone can bring in a request for declaring
the registration of a trademark invalid on absolute grounds of invalidity or
upon expiry of registration under German law. 3' If the trademark is invalid
on absolute grounds other !han the trademark's lack distinctive character,
its descriptive character or because it has become generic. then the
authorized body may ex officio declare the trademark invalid under German
Law. lhe authority must de so within two years of registration of the
trademark and the grounds of invalidity must be obvious and current on the
date of the cancellation deciillon, 3 ~ Applications reiated to the existence of
40
priority rights have to be filed by the proprietor of such rights. Under
Turkish law any person who ha~ suffered. the State Pro,'\ecutor or related
41
official authorities may appeal for invalidity to the oourt.

or

8. Infringement of Rights Related to Trademarks
A proprietor of a trademark whose rights have been infringed may claim for
the cessation of the acts of infringement, request compensation .and the
confiscation of the products as well as the equipment and machinery used to
42
produce the goods that have infringed the trademark right. German law
also provides that the right to forbearance and to claim datnuges may be
held against the owner of a business, where his employees or other persons
acting on behalf of him caused the in,fringement.43 Under German !aw the
proprietor bas a right that the offender destroys the confiscated products or
offers other remedies where the destruction levies an unreasonable burden
on him. Conversely, under Turkish law the holder of the trademark rights
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may achio.:vt: pruprictvrsbip Dvcr the product co:-:t:sc:::tted. in :!dditi0n to hi<:
right to have the infringing goods destroyed or the mfnnging marks erased
from the goods. Under German law the right holder may also request
information from the offender as to where the infringing goods have been
distributed ..q
Besides facing private claim~ from a proprietor of a trademark whose nghts
have been infringed, the infringer of such rights also has to remedy the
illegality.-'~ If a person is infringing the rights of a proprietor of a trademark
under German law, then he shall be sentenced to an impri\onmcnt krm of
up to three years or pa) a fine. If he 1va.-; t:tking commercial advantage then
the term of imprisonment can be eJI.tcnded up to five year.~. Lm!cr Tu1kish
law otlender~ shall he sentenced to a term of impris(mment between two and
four years and to pay a fine of between approximately 340,- to 570,EUROS. Furthermore the premises of the undertaking concerned is dosed
down for a period of not less than one year and they s.hall be prevented from
practicing any commercial activity during the same period. Apart from
punishing the offender working in an undertaking where the offence was
committed, the person who is de facto managing the undertaking and has
not prevented the misdemeanor shall be punished in the same manner.
Other offences specified under Turkish rules that provide for severe
punishment are the making of false declaration with respect to the true
identity of the trademark right holder or un:..tuthoriwcJ removal of the sign
indicating a trademark sign (one to two years of imprisonment and payment
of about 170,- to 345,- EUROS)~ 0 and the unauthonzed transfer or placing
as security etc of rights belonging to the proprietor of the trademark or the
affixing of signs on a product in a way that is capable to convey the
impression that a relationship exists w·ith a legally protected trademark right
(two to three years imprisonment and a payment of about 345.- to 570,EUR0).~7 Under German law the right of complaint he longs to the person
whose trademark right has been infring-:-:~d unless the authorized body
regards prosecution inevitable 'With regard to public interest. Where the
offender commercialized infnngement the authorized body will pwsecute ex
1
otf/cio: ~ If the offender is convicted and sentenced. the trademark right
holder hy taking into account his legnimate int~:rest. may ask for the
publication of the verdict.-'~ Under Turkish law the rights of complaint
belung to the person whose trademark right ha'--i heen infringed, anJ
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additionally ~ with one exception as under German law ~ belongs to the
authorized bodv and to the Consumer Association and to the establishments
under the jurisdiction of laws no 5590 or oo 507 for acts of false declaration
and affixing signs that could be related to a registered trademark, ro

9. Conclusions
A comparison between Turkish and German trademark laws shows that both
countries have adopted very similar rules in this field. These similarities are
due to the fact that intellectual property taw is determined by international
agreements, Turkey and Germany are parties to the Paris Agreement51 ,
TRIPS Agreement 5" and ~fudrid Agreement 53 all Df which set guidelines for
the uniform definition and protection of rights related to trademarks, and set
up ways that mak~ it easier for owners to acquire rights in different
countries. \Vith respect to the latter German law also includes provisions fOr
the registration of international trademarks as provided under the Madrid
Agreement Turkey, which became a member to this agreement in January
1, 1999, will have to amend its legislation in order to allow applicants to file
internationat registrations in Turkey. Also EC law has great impact on the
national law of Member States and Turkey in the field of trademark rights.
Gemmny and Turkey designed their laws protecting trademarks according
54
to the dh:ective EEC/8.9/104. Moreover anmher important EC regulation
55
has been implemented into German law regulating the
40/941EC
Community Trademark. With this regulation an Office was established
where natural or legal persons are enabled to register their marks as
Community Trade :.\1arks. The registration is not only open to proprietors
who are nationals of the Member States of the EC but also to nationals of
56
other States, which - such as Turkey ~ are party to the Paris Convention.
The authoriz.ed bodies in EC countries have to submit filings for a
Community Trademark to the international Office for Honnonization in the
Internal Market (OHlM). Thus, Turkish nationals can appty for a
Community Trademark at the OHIM, at the central industrial property office
of a Member State or at the Benelux Trade Mark Office.:r:
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